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Abstract
Several alternative ear-canal measures are similar to absorbance in their requirement for prior
determination of a Thévenin-equivalent sound source. Examples are (1) sound intensity level
(SIL), (2) forward-pressure level (FPL), (3) time-domain ear-canal reflectance (TDR), and (4)
cochlear reflectance (CR). These four related measures are similar to absorbance in their
utilization of wide-band stimuli and their focus on recording ear-canal sound pressure. The related
measures differ from absorbance in how the ear-canal pressure is analyzed and in the type of
information that is extracted from the recorded response. SIL and FPL have both been shown to be
better as measures of sound level in the ear canal compared to sound pressure level (SPL) because
they reduced calibration errors due to standing waves in studies of behavioral thresholds and
otoacoustic emissions. TDR may be used to estimate ear-canal geometry and may have the
potential to assess middle-ear pathology. CR reveals information about the inner ear that is similar
to what is provided by other types of otoacoustic emissions and may have theoretical advantages
that strengthen its interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
Wideband acoustic immittance studies often focus on measurements of absorbance and
power reflectance. The purpose of this paper is to describe four related measurements and
their potential benefits for clinical application, which include improved in-the-ear sound
calibration, improved ear-canal volume estimates, and information about inner-ear function.
The definitions of these alternative measurements, which are presented in this section, will
reveal how they are related to absorbance.
Absorbance describes the proportion of sound power absorbed from a sound source by a
waveguide (such as the ear canal) and is the complement of power reflectance (e.g.,
Rosowski, this supplement). Power reflectance is the squared magnitude of pressure
reflectance, which we simply call reflectance. Reflectance allows the pressure measured at
the entrance to a waveguide to be separated into forward-propagating and reverse-
propagating components. This separation is essential to the calculation of absorbed power
and to the calculation of other measures of sound in the ear canal.
Reflectance at the termination (x=0) of an air-filled measurement tube depends on the
termination impedance ZT(f, 0) and characteristic impedance of the tube Zo (Rosowski, this
supplement):
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In this paper, we generalize this definition of reflectance by equating the characteristic
impedance Zo with the surge impedance. Theoretically, the surge impedance is the real part
of ZT (f, 0) in the high-frequency limit as f → ∞. The advantage of the surge impedance
(over calculations of characteristic impedance based on cross-sectional area) is that it can be
estimated numerically for any arbitrary termination impedance, even when the cross-
sectional area is unknown (e.g., Rasetshwane and Neely, 2011).
Calibration of sound levels in the ear canal is problematic because (1) ear-canal geometry
varies widely across individual ears and (2) much of sound delivered to the ear is reflected at
the eardrum. The variation of ear-canal length and volume makes pressure calibrated in a
standard volume an inaccurate predictor of the sound power delivered to the ear. Reflection
of sound at the eardrum causes alternating regions of pressure cancellation and enhancement
depending on the relative phase of the forward-propagating and reverse-propagating
pressure-wave components that combine to produce the total pressure measured by a
microphone in the ear canal. This makes the total pressure an inaccurate predictor of sound
power delivered to the ear. The constructive and destructive interaction between pressure-
wave components is sometimes described as a standing-wave effect (e.g., Siegel, 1994).
Reflectance improves predictions of sound power delivered to the ear by allowing a method
of separation of the forward-propagating and reverse-propagating components. This is
equivalent to saying that the termination impedance allows absorbed power to be estimated
from measured pressure.
Keefe et al. (1993) defined “power input to the ear” or absorbed power as
(2)
where PT (f, 0) is the measured pressure at x=0 and GT is the real part of the termination
admittance: GT = ℜ[1/ZT ].
Neely and Gorga (1998) suggested the use of sound intensity level (SIL) as a measure of
sound level in the ear canal. They defined SIL as the decibel equivalent of acoustic intensity,
which is defined as absorbed power per unit area:
(3)
They showed that behavioral thresholds measured in terms of SIL were much less sensitive
to variations in “probe-insertion depth” compared to sound pressure level (SPL) measured
by a microphone in the ear canal. The “probe” is a combination of microphone and sound
source designed for measurement of otoacoustic emissions.
There remains uncertainty about whether the inner ear is better characterized as a power
detector or a pressure detector (e.g., Puria et al., 1997). If the ear is more like a pressure
detector, then forward-pressure level (FPL) might be a better measure of sound level in the
ear-canal. Scheperle et al. (2008) compared both SIL and FPL with SPL (i.e., pressure at the
microphone) as measures of stimulus levels for distortion-product otoacoustic emissions
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(DPOAE) recordings. Standing-wave effects were known to be a problem for DPOAE
measurements due to reliance on in-the-ear sound-level calibration (e.g., Siegel and




Note that this definition of forward pressure is consistent with the interpretation that the
termination pressure PT (f, 0) is the sum of the forward pressure Pf (f, 0) and reflected
pressure Pr (f, 0), defined as
(6)
Also, note that these definitions of Pf and Pr are consistent with the interpretation of
reflectance as being the ratio of reflected pressure to forward pressure.
(7)
Scheperle et al. compared how SIL and FPL differed from SPL with respect to the
sensitivity of recorded DPOAE levels when the probe-insertion depth was deliberately
changed. The results of their study are described in the next section.
Rasetshwane and Neely (2011) described the use of ear-canal reflectance to estimate the
cross-sectional area as a function of distance from the probe to the eardrum. Their method
involves transforming reflectance, which is usually represented as a function of frequency,
into a real-valued function of time. A solution to the inverse problem (i.e., the problem of
determining cross-sectional area from reflectance) that had previously been applied only to
theoretical representations of acoustic horns was shown to produce reasonable estimates of
ear-canal profiles from time-domain reflectance (TDR) measurements.
Ear-canal contributions to TDR occur within about 0.3 ms, whereas cochlear contributions
to TDR occur after 1 ms. Rasetshwane and Neely (2012) described time-frequency analyses
of the cochlear contribution to ear-canal reflectance. They showed that cochlear reflectance
(CR) occurs within a frequency-dependent time range that is consistent with other cochlear-
response measures. CR level dependence is similar to what has been observed in
measurements of otoacoustic emissions and tone-burst evoked auditory brainstem responses.
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES
Similar methods are shared by the four studies (Neely and Gorga, 1998; Scheperle et al.,
2008; Rasetshwane and Neely, 2011; and Rasetshwane and Neely, 2012) that were cited
above as having introduced the four alternative measurements (SIL, FPL, TDR, and CR).
These methods are summarized briefly below and selected highlights of the results are
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described. The focus is on results that have relevance for clinical applications. Further
details are available in the original publications.
Sound Intensity Level
Methods—Neely and Gorga (1998) used an ER-10C probe microphone (Etymōtic
Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) both to deliver stimuli to the ear canal and to record sound
pressure at the plane of the probe. Stimuli were generated with a 16-bit sound card (Tahiti,
Turtle Beach, Valhalla, NY) at a sampling rate of 44.1-kHz. Custom software (PUTT, Neely
and Liu, 1994) was used to control the stimulus generation and measure behavioral
thresholds. Prior to measurement of thresholds in human subjects, the Thévenin-equivalent
source impedance and source pressure were determined by methods similar to those
suggested by Allen (1986), Keefe et al. (1992), and Voss and Allen (1994). Behavioral
thresholds to tonal stimuli were measured in 75 normal-hearing subjects at 12 frequencies
for two probe-insertion depths. Five of the frequencies were standard audiometric
frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 kHz). Seven additional frequencies were distributed near the
standing-wave notch frequency at ¼-octave intervals. The first probe insertion was as deep
as possible. A second set of measurements was made after reducing the probe-insertion
depth until the notch frequency decreased (or increased) by about ½ octave. (Data from
seven subjects were excluded from further analysis because the notch frequency shifted less
than ¼ octave.) The response measure of interest in this study was the change in behavioral
threshold between the two probe-insertion depths.
Results—The main result of the Neely and Gorga (1998) study was elimination of the
behavioral-threshold sensitivity to probe-insertion depth when the sound level in the ear-
canal was expressed in terms of SIL instead of SPL. This result is seen in the left panel of
Fig. 1 by comparing the open circle (SPL) to the filled circle (SIL) at the notch frequency
(of the first probe insertion), which is located at 0 on the x axis. The average change in
threshold between the two probe insertions at the notch frequency was 11 dB when stimulus
levels were specified in SPL and was reduced to nearly 0 dB when specified in SIL. The
threshold change for SIL was consistently near 0 dB at all 12 test frequencies. Voltage
delivered to the probe was the third reference measure for which results are shown in Fig. 1.
Voltage calibration was less sensitive to probe shifts than SPL because it does not depend on
any measurement in the ear canal, so it is not susceptible to standing-wave effects. However,
voltage calibration is less accurate than SIL because it is affected by changes in ear-canal
impedance, which is known to vary widely across individual ears.
Discussion—SIL, which is the decibel equivalent of absorbed power per unit area, was
shown to eliminate the standing-wave effects on behavioral thresholds that have been
observed when using in-the-ear SPL calibration (Neely and Gorga, 1998). More recent
studies (McCreery et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2009) have demonstrated similar elimination of
standing-wave effects on behavioral thresholds with sound delivered through the sound-port
of custom-fit earmolds.
Forward Pressure Level
Methods—Scheperle et al. (2008) used an ER-10C probe microphone with a 24-bit sound
card (CardDeluxe, Digital Audio Labs, Chanhassen, MN) at a sampling rate of 32 kHz.
They used custom software (EMAV, Neely and Liu, 1994) to produce two simultaneous
tones f1 and f2 on separate sound sources and record DPOAEs from 21 normal-hearing
human subjects at 13 f2 frequencies, 5 L2 levels, and two probe-insertion depths. Stimulus
levels were specified three different ways (SPL, SIL, or FPL) with L1 = + 39 0.4L2
(Kummer et al., 1998). The second probe insertion was about 2–3 mm less deep than the
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first insertion. The response measure of interest in this study was the change in DPOAE
level between the two probe insertions.
Results—As with the Neely and Gorga (1998) study, probe-insertion depth was
manipulated by Scheperle et al. (2008), but their response measure was DPOAE level
instead of behavioral threshold. Their results (shown in Fig. 2) demonstrate a similar
reduction in sensitivity to probe-insertion depth when stimuli were specified in SIL or FPL
instead of SPL. In this study, FPL gave about the same benefit as SIL; however, the fact that
neither SIL nor FPL completely eliminated probe-shift sensitivity was thought to indicate a
need for further improvements in the methods used to determine the Thévenin-equivalent
source characteristics.
Discussion—Scheperle et al. (2008) showed that SIL and FPL were about equally
effective at removing the sensitivity of DPOAE levels to deliberate changes in probe-
insertion depth compared to when stimulus levels were specified in SPL. In contrast (and
contrary to expectations), a subsequent study of DPOAE in a hearing-screening paradigm
(i.e., classifying subjects as either normal-hearing or hearing-impaired) failed to demonstrate
significant improvement in test performance when stimulus levels are specified as FPL
instead of SPL (Burke et al., 2010). A more recent DPOAE study (Kirby et al., 2011)
appears to show some test-performance benefit with FPL; however, the excellent test
performance obtained even when using SPL restricts the possible range for seeing additional
improvements. In summary, the results of these studies do not provide compelling evidence
that FPL is significantly better than SPL in a DPOAE hearing-screening paradigm.
Apparently, group-based assessments of test performance are relatively insensitive to
stimulus-level errors (due to standing-wave effects) because these errors are large in only a
few ears, so the pass/fail decision is seldom affected. However, the FPL advantage is still
clearly observed in the few ears where standing-wave effects are large.
Keefe and Schairer (2011) observed that when stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emissions
(SFOAE) tuning curves are measured with stimulus levels defined in terms of absorbed
power level (APL) instead of SPL, the agreement at 8 kHz between the measured tuning and
the predictions of cochlear tuning by Shera et al. (2010) based on SFOAE latency was
improved. Keefe and Schairer suggested that APL calibration may also be useful in other
auditory measures.
Souza et al. (2010) tested several different measures of sound level in the ear canal,
including SIL and FPL, to determine which measure gave the least behavioral-threshold
sensitivity to changes in probe-insertion depth. FPL thresholds were significantly less
sensitive to probe shifts than SIL thresholds. Their results suggest that FPL describes the
quantity of sound that is detected by the ear better than SIL. In other words, the inner ear is
more similar to a pressure detector than a power detector, which is consistent with the
observations of Puria et al. (1997).
Time-Domain Reflectance
Methods—Rasetshwane and Neely (2011) used an ER-10B+ probe microphone (Etymōtic
Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) with a modified-tweeter sound source (TW010F1, Audax,
France) and a 24-bit sound card (Layla3G, Echo, Santa Barbara, CA) at a sampling rate of
48 kHz. (A power amplifier reduced the electrical load of the tweeter on the sound-card
output.) They used custom software (EMAV) to deliver chirp stimuli and record wideband
ear-canal sound pressure from 24 human subjects. Reflectance was calculated in the
frequency domain by using the surge component of the termination impedance to represent
Z0 in Eq. (1). The corresponding TDR was computed by applying a Blackman window to
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the frequency-domain reflectance and taking an inverse Fourier transform. (Application of a
window in the frequency domain reduced “ringing” artifacts in the time domain.) The
response measure of primary interest in this study was the ear-canal contribution to TDR,
which was observed to occur in the time range 0 to 0.2 ms. Ear-canal TDR allowed
estimation of individual ear-canal profiles (i.e., area as a function of distance from the
eardrum) by using the inverse-solution method described by Rasetshwane et al. (2012).
Results—The mean and inter-quartile range of the reflectance magnitude as a function of
frequency (Rasetshwane and Neely, 2011) are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. The
corresponding delay, which is computed from the phase of the reflectance, is shown in the
lower panel. The TDR data shown in Fig. 4 was computed as the inverse Fourier transform
of the frequency-domain reflectance shown in Fig. 3. A time-shift correction was applied to
individual TDR waveforms to align all of the major peaks at t=0.14 ms, which was the
average time that this peak occurred in individual TDRs. An inverse solution (Rasetshwane
et al., 2012) was applied to the TDR to estimate the ear-canal area as a function of distance
from the eardrum. Figure 5 compares mean and inter-quartile range of the area functions
derived from TDR with ear-canal areas from the extant literature obtained by other
measurement methods. The TDR-based areas are similar, although perhaps slightly smaller
than other area measurements, which were made in cadaveric ears.
One reason that the TDR-based areas are smaller than other estimates is that the TDR
measurement is only possible between the plane of the probe and the eardrum. TDR
measurements more than 10 mm from eardrum are only possible in relatively long ear-
canals. Thus, as distance from the eardrum increases, relatively short ear-canals are
increasingly under-represented in the group-averaged area estimates shown in Fig. 5.
Discussion—The time-shift that aligns TDR peaks appears to reduce variability due to
differing distance between the probe and eardrum across individual ears. This reduction in
variability can be appreciated visually by observing that the shaded region is smaller in Fig.
4 compared to Fig. 3. The peak alignment is only possible because reflectance, unlike
absorbance, retains phase information. This method of potentially reducing the variability in
ear-canal reflectance by TDR peak alignment demonstrates another possible advantage of
reflectance measurements over power reflectance or absorbance measurements.
Cochlear Reflectance
Methods—Rasetshwane and Neely (2012) used the same measurement system and
response analysis described above to obtain ear-canal TDR in response to both chirp and
broad-band noise (BBN) stimuli. A high-level chirp TDR was subtracted from lower-level
BBN TDRs to remove measurement-system artifacts. The response measure of primary
interest in this study was the cochlear contribution to the residual TDR, which was observed
to occur in the time range of 1–30 ms. A time-dependent frequency range was specified to
further limit the time-frequency region that contributed to estimates of CR magnitude. This
frequency range at any particular time was defined as the set of frequencies having more
than 4 cycles and less than 40 cycles. These limits correspond to diagonal lines on a time-
frequency plot along which the product of time and frequency equals the specified number
of cycles.
Results—An example of ear-canal TDR from a typical subject is shown in Fig. 6 over the
time range from 0 to 30 ms. Each waveform represents a different stimulus level, which is
indicated on the y axis. These waveforms represent TDR responses to BBN stimuli after
subtracting a chirp TDR to remove measurement-system artifacts. The ear-canal and middle-
ear contributions to TDR occur within the first millisecond so are not easily seen in Fig. 6.
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The cochlear contribution to TDR, which we call CR, occurs mainly in the time range of 1–
30 ms. CR is largest at the lowest stimulus level and its magnitude decreases as stimulus
level increases.
Figure 7 shows a time-frequency analysis of the lowest level TDR from Fig. 6. Note that the
frequency content of the TDR appears to shift lower with increasing time, which is
consistent with reflection that originates from the more apical region of the basilar
membrane. The CR appears to be bounded by the lower and upper dashed curves
superimposed on the spectrogram, which represent 4 and 40 cycles, respectively.
Discussion—CR is a type of otoacoustic emission, so has many features in common with
other types of otoacoustic emissions (OAEs). As with SFOAEs, CR is thought to be
generated primarily by coherent reflection (e.g., Shera and Guinan, 1999). An advantage of
CR over SFOAEs is reduced dependence on ear-canal acoustics due to deconvolution by the
forward pressure.
CONCLUSIONS
Absorbed power level (or SIL) is a better measure of sound level in the ear canal than SPL
because it eliminates calibration errors due to standing-wave effects. FPL also eliminates
standing-wave effects and may be preferable to SIL because behavioral thresholds measured
in FPL are less sensitive to probe shifts. Reflectance provides more information about the
ear-canal than power reflectance or absorbance because it retains phase information as well
as the magnitude information. The additional information that reflectance phase provides a
potential method of reducing some of the variability in ear-canal reflectance measurements
by time-shift alignment of TDR peaks. Another potential advantage that reflectance may
offer is more efficient extraction of the cochlear contribution (i.e., CR) by means of targeted
time-frequency analysis.
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SPL, SIL, and voltage threshold changes due to change of insertion depth. The open circles
represent the mean change in SPL threshold, the filled circles represent the mean change in
SIL threshold, and the triangles represent the change in voltage (dBV) to the probe at
threshold. The 5 standard frequencies are shown in the left panel. The 7 additional
frequencies near the notch frequency are shown in the right panel. Reprinted with
permission from Neely, S. T., & Gorga, M.P., Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
104, 2925–2934. Copyright (1998), Acoustical Society of America.
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DPgrams of the mean absolute changes in DPOAE levels due to changes in insertion depth
(after individually correcting for the expected change due to other factors). The three
calibration methods (SPL, FPL, and SIL) are compared for three L2 levels (20, 40, and 60
dB). Reprinted with permission from Scheperle, R.A., et al., Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America, 124, 288–300. Copyright (2008), Acoustical Society of America.
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Mean ear-canal frequency-domain reflectance. The shaded region indicates data between the
25th and 75th percentiles. Reprinted with permission from Rasetshwane D.M. & Neely S. T.,
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 130, 3873–3881. Copyright (2011).
Acoustical Society of America.
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Mean ear-canal time-domain reflectances (TDR). The TDR of individual subjects were
translated in time so that the latency of the largest peak equals the average latency (0.14 ms).
Shaded region indicates data between 25th and 75th percentiles. Reprinted with permission
from Rasetshwane D.M. & Neely, S.T., Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 130,
3873–3881. Copyright (2011). Acoustical Society of America.
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Mean ear-canal area function obtained from inverse solution. Shaded region indicates data
between the 25th and 75th percentiles. The location of the eardrum is x = 0. Comparison is
made to data from Johansen (1975), Stinson and Lawton (1989) and Egolf et al. (1993). The
mean ear-canal area function of the current study is similar to the area functions reported by
the earlier studies. Reprinted with permission from Rasetshwane D.M., & Neely, S.T.,
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 130, 3873–3881. Copyright (2011),
Acoustical Society of America.
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Time-domain cochlear reflectance after the subtraction procedure and before the time-
frequency analysis. The label on the ordinate axis indicates the stimulus level used to elicit
each reflectance waveform. High frequency content temporally precedes low frequency
content in the time-domain CR. The activity below t = 1 ms is middle-ear activity that was
not removed by the subtraction procedure. Reprinted with permission from Rasetshwane
D.M., & Neely, S. T., Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 13, 591–607. Copyright
(2012), Acoustical Society of America.
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Time-frequency analysis of CR using the gammatone spectrogram. The region of high
energy of the gammatone spectrogram enclosed by functions NL and NH includes most of
the exponential decaying energy of CR. The region below NL includes residual middle ear
and measurement system activity that was not removed by the subtraction procedure. The
activity beyond t = 30 (indicated with vertical dashed line) is due to re-reflection of the
traveling wave. The dots are estimates of the group delay. Reprinted with permission from
Rasetshwane D.M., & Neely, S.T., Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 13, 591–
607. Copyright (2012), Acoustical Society of America.
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